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Abstrak
The area of Pitu Village has a unique culture that is related to humans and nature that affects their life patterns.
In reality, people's culture can be obtained through oral literature from generation to generation to create the
origin of regional names having a positive impact on life. Therefore, folklore can describe environmental
problems to provide awareness of concern for ecological events that occur around them. Thus, this study aims to
describe and explain environmental care values in the folklore of the origins of Gunung Rambut hamlet and
Watu Gudhel hamlet in Pitu Village, Ngawi Regency. The method used in this research is descriptive qualitative.
This study indicates that there are various values of environmental care expressed in the folklore of the origins of
Gunung Rambut hamlet and Watu Gudhel hamlet so that they can provide a relationship with one another in the
surrounding environment. Besides, it can provide lessons to preserve the nation's ancestral culture that contains a
robust ecology.
Keywords: environmental values, folklore, literary ecocritic

INTRODUCTION
Oral literature is an expression of a story by word of mouth passed down from our ancestors
to grow and develop in society. Over time, the story can change according to the storyteller
without leaving the goal that was told. So the oral tradition is more emphasized in narratives
that often involve people with specific associations or groups (Skaggs and Skaggs, 1984: 5). It
is emphasized again by Tucker (2008: 20) that the story from generation to generation has an
element of communication in it so that it still reflects the local community. This makes
folklore, according to Anderson (2006: 64-80), provides classification limitations to make it
easier for readers, including Folktale (Folklore), Myth (Mite), Fairy Tale (Fairy Tales), and
Legend (Legend).
Meanwhile, this research focuses on Legend, which is a disclosure that has almost the same
characteristics as Mite (considered sacred) and has extraordinary human figures until it is
assisted by a creature or spirit (Danandjaja, 2007: 50-51). This condition can be seen in
Ngawi Regency, which has many stories of the occurrence of the name of a place, especially
the origin of the area that comes from historical events or natural events during the kingdom
in the past. The legends that are spread in Ngawi Regency are very diverse, especially the
origins of the regions in the sub-district area, in the Pitu district. The Pitu district area has ten
villages that have their respective regional heads. The topography of a particular size
influences the name of a place. There is a folklore of the village's origin that is so easily
accessible and has a human connection with the natural surroundings (Oguma, 2015: 238).
Based on the name of a place containing nature, Pitu Village is one of the objects with a
robust ecology.
Also, the community in Pitu Village participates in the management and preservation of
Natural Resources. Keraf (2010: 1) explains the forms of environmental concern in the
environment, including caring about moral issues, human behavior issues, and ecological
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preservation forms (in Endrswara, 2016: 27). This form of caring can raise awareness from
the community to create harmony in the form of media, a literary work in oral literature. So in
the education sector must take part in the surrounding environment. This makes the Legend
with environmental topics provide a new dimension to show ecological care results as
expressed by Puspawati, Ariana, and Suastika (2018: 165). This Legend offers various views
on the relationship between humans and nature to survive and care for the surrounding
environment.
Unfortunately, literary studies originating from local areas are challenging to obtain,
especially in environmental studies with an ecological perspective that is still limited because
there is an obstacle in understanding critical literary studies in the ecocritical discipline (Love,
2003: 28). So that in this problem, it is expressed in Dewi's research (2015: 378) that the
study of environmental literature needs to be improved considering the importance of
handling ecological crises from an early age in the community. This study tries to examine
how environmental problems can be imagined in a literary work, especially legends, make it
easily accessible to the public. That is what underlies the choice of folklore in Pitu Village,
Ngawi Regency as the object of research based on a literary ecocritical approach.
This study analyzes the value of environmental care in the folklore in the Pitu Village area,
Ngawi Regency. The mythology taken is fascinating and different because it contains extreme
ecological values. The Legend of Gunung Rambut hamlet and Watu Gudhel hamlet has
stories from origins that are directly related to nature so that the values contained in the
importance of caring for the environment are obtained, so this research is entitled
ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES IN THE FOLKLORE AT THE REGION PITU VILLAGE,
NGAWI REGENCY: Literary Ecocritic Approach.
METHODS
This research examines the value of caring for the environment in folklore in the Ngawi area,
especially in Pitu District, Ngawi Regency. In this study, researchers used descriptive
qualitative methods. The data used in the research are quotes in the folklore of the origins of
Gunung Rambut hamlet and Watu Gudhel hamlet, containing environmental values. The data
sources used were documents and informants. The papers used are a collection of Ngawi
Regency folk tales starting in 2015, 2016, and 2017 and transcripts of village elders'
interviews. The informants who became resource persons were the elder figures of Gunung
Rambut hamlet and Watu Gudhel hamlet. In obtaining data, researchers used data collection
techniques in the form of document analysis and interviews. In this study, there is a data
validity test technique using triangulation techniques. The data analysis technique refers to the
interactive model of Miles and Huberman (2014: 31-33), which consists of three activities
together, including data condensation, data display, and verification of conclusions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Value of Caring for the Environment in Folklore of the Origins of Gunung Rambut
Hamlet, Pitu Village
Suksmawan (2016: 21-25) provides a classification of the various values of caring for the
environment that are manifested in moral principles, namely (1) respect for nature; (2) moral
responsibility for nature; (3) solidarity with the spirit (solidarity); (4) the principle of love and
care for nature (caring for nature), and (5) the principle of not disturbing natural life (no
harm).
The value of caring for the environment there are ten amounts of data for each value that is
tangible on moral principles, namely: 2 (20%) contains respect for nature, 0 (0%) includes an
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attitude of moral responsibility towards nature, 2 (20%) consists of the philosophy of
solidarity towards nature, 4 (40%) contains the principles of love and concern for wildlife,
and 2 (20%) contains the principles of not disturbing natural life.
Table 1. The Value of Caring for the Environment in Folklore of the Origins
of Gunung Rambut Hamlet, Pitu Village
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Value of Caring for the
Environment
Contains Respect for Nature
Contains an Attitude of Moral
Responsibility Toward Nature
Contains an Attitude of Solidarity
Towards Nature
Contains the principles of Love and
Concern for Nature
Contains the Principles of not
Disturbing Natural Life
Jumlah

Frequency

Percentage

2
0

20%
0%

2

20%

4

40%

2

20%

10

100%

Value of Caring for the Environment: Respect for Nature
Data (01)
Masa silam di hutan jati yang lebat, konon tinggallah dua orang pertapa.
Analysis: in Data (01), there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely an attitude of respect for nature with the embodiment
of having respect for nature to exist, live, grow and develop naturally following the purpose of
its creation. This is evidenced by the two people living in the forest that focus on their lives
by doing meditation without destroying the surrounding nature, namely teak trees that have
grown thick.
Data (02)
Belum berapa lama Kakek duduk bersemedi terdengar suara auman yang menyeramkan dari
seekor harimau yang menyeramkan dari seekor harimau yang besar.
“Hrauuu . . . hrauuu . . . herrrr . . kebetulan aku sedang lapar ada manusia? Hraauu . .
.hrauuu . . . hrauuu . . .” kata sang Harimau sambil mendekati orang tau yang sedang duduk
bersemedi.
“Oh ternyata harimaunya bisa berbicara?” jawab sang Kakek dari kejauhan.
Analysis: in Data (02), there is a fragment of the story that implies the value of
environmental care, namely an attitude of respect for nature with the realization that character
has the right to be respected. This is evidenced by the fact that a grandfather can answer what
has been said by the tiger who wants to eat him. However, Grandpa appreciates the tiger's
efforts to survive and tries to calm down to answer what he wants even though the answer
intends to protect himself from his enemies.
Value of Caring for the Environment: Solidarity with Nature
Data (03)
Tapi semakin lama kegaduhan itu tidak mereda malah menjadi-jadi. Hingga kesabaran kakek
Nur Batin itu tidak bisa ditahan.
“Hai manusia rakus, yang doyan makan tanpa putus, apa yang kamu lakukan?” tanya sang
Kakek.
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Analysis: in Data (03), there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely the attitude of solidarity with nature with the
embodiment of saving wildlife and all life in it. This is evidenced by a grandfather telling a
greedy man (Nur Belu) to stop chasing deer in the forest. He has eaten a lot of animals in the
woods because he often feels hungry. Then, the grandfather tried to get angry with Nur Belu
because he was afraid that the animal ecosystem in this forest was getting extinct. After all, it
was often eaten by him.
Data (04)
“Jangan lari, mau kemana kamu? Hrauuu . . . hrauuu . . . herrr” tanya si Harimau sambil
mengejar sang Kakek untuk memangsanya.
“Aku tidak lari, aku mau bersemedi! Silakan kalau kamu mau makan aku. Tapi badanku
tinggal tulang pasti kamu tidak kenyang!” jawab sang Kakek.
Analysis: in Data (04) there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely the attitude of solidarity with nature with the
embodiment having an effort to recognize an equal or equal position with nature and fellow
living beings in this world. This was proven by a grandfather who was willing to be eaten by
a tiger because he felt that his fellow-creatures created by God needed to eat to survive.
Besides that, the grandfather also realized that he needed to meditate to stay in his
environment.
Value of Caring for the Environment: Principles of Compassion and Care for Nature
Data (05)
Suatu hari Nur Belu sedang mengejar-ngejar kijang untuk persediaan makanan. Suaranya
riuh, gaduh sampai terdengar di tempat semedi. Dengan susah payah si kakek Nur Batin
berusaha sabar untuk tidak terpengaruh kegaduhan itu.
Analysis: in Data (05), there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely the principle of love and care for nature with the
manifestation of organizing efforts for all living things to have the right not to be hurt. This is
evidenced by a grandfather trying to control the situation around him by calming himself
down without getting emotional. Besides, Grandpa also tried to prevent Nur Belu from
chasing the deer with no wrongdoing but to increase his food supply because he was starving.
Data (06)
Harimau kembali lagi mau melihat kepala yang ditimbun di tanah dan benar apa yang
dikatakan si Kakek. Harimau itu melihat sebuah gunung di puncaknya menjumpai seperti
rambut yang berwarna hitam hingga terdengar suara si Kakek Nur Batin.
“Bila zaman telah berubah dan banyak anak cucuku di sini, maka aku beri nama desa
Gunung Rambut.”
Analysis: in Data (06), there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely the principle of love and care for nature with the
manifestation that all living things have the right to be protected. Grandfather's behavior
evidences this by knowing the conditions around him, which led to a desire to become this
area called Mount Rambut. Even the origin of the idea, he wants to protect what happens
around this nature until it survives in future generations.
The Value of Caring for the Environment: The Principle of Not Disturbing Natural Life
Data (07)
“Aku mengejar kijang untuk persediaan makan. Memang kenapa?” tanya Nur Belu.
“Kurang ajar! Dasar manusia tidak punya sopan santun!” jawab sang Kakek dengan
amarahnya.
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“Tidak sopan bagaimana tah?” jawab sang Nur Belu dengan penuh tanya.
Analysis: in Data (07), there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely the principle of not disturbing natural life with the
manifestation of the ability not to threaten the existence of living things in the universe. This
was proven by Grandfather giving a prohibition against Nur Belu so that he did not always
chase or prey on animals if he did not need it. Nur Belu's actions disturbed the creatures
around him. It is very threatening to the ecosystem of living things in the forest.
Data (08)
Dibawanya Nur Belu pergi jauh dari hutan. Di pinggir sungai dimakannya kaki manusia itu,
dengan lahapnya hingga celana manusia itu tertinggal di tepi sungai. Setelah kekenyangan
dibawanya lagi bangkai manusia itu.
Analysis: In Data (08), there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely the principle of not disturbing natural life with the
embodiment having the attitude of raising awareness not unnecessarily harming nature. The
tiger's perspective evidences this after eating humans as its prey does not leave marks that can
disturb the surrounding environment. Tigers are aware that not all creatures of their kind like
their actions. So he carried the carcass everywhere without having to be noticed by other
animals in the forest.
The Value of Caring for the Environment in Folklore of the Origins of Watu Gudhel Hamlet,
Pitu Village
Suksmawan (2016: 21-25) provides a classification of the various values of caring for the
environment that are manifested in moral principles, namely (1) respect for nature; (2) moral
responsibility for nature; (3) solidarity with the spirit (solidarity); (4) the principle of love and
care for nature (caring for nature), and (5) the principle of not disturbing natural life (no
harm).
The value of caring for the environment there are eight amounts of data for each of the values
that are tangible on moral principles, namely: 2 (25%) contains respect for nature, 0 (0%)
includes an attitude of moral responsibility towards nature, 3 (37.5 %) consists of the
philosophy of solidarity towards nature, 4 (50%) contains the principles of love and concern
for wildlife, and 0 (0%) contains the code of not disturbing natural life.

Table 1. The Value of Caring for the Environment in Folklore of the Origins
of Watu Gudhel Hamlet, Pitu Village
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Value of Caring for the
Environment
Contains Respect for Nature
Contains an Attitude of Moral
Responsibility Toward Nature
Contains an Attitude of Solidarity
Towards Nature
Contains the principles of Love and
Concern for Nature
Contains the Principles of not
Disturbing Natural Life
Jumlah

Frequency

Percentage

2
0

25%
0%

3

37,5%

4

50%

0

20%

9

100%
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The Value of Caring for the Environment: Respect for Nature
Data (01)
Anak gembala itu hendak mengembala kerbau-kerbaunya.
Analysis: in Data (01), there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely an attitude of respect for nature with the embodiment
of an attitude of respect for nature to exist, live, grow and develop naturally by the purpose of
its creation. This is evidenced by the shepherd boy who cares for his pets, namely the
buffaloes. So the shepherd invites the buffaloes to find food because they have the right to
live and develop properly to grow correctly.
Data (02)
“Ayo Nduk . . . alon-alon Nduk . . . golek pangan . . . suket ijo . . . ger . . . ger . . . royo-royo”,
anak gembala itu sambil menggiring si Gudelnya.
Analysis: in Data (02), there is a fragment of the story that implies the value of
environmental care, namely an attitude of respect for nature with the embodiment of a
philosophy of awareness that character has the right to be respected. This is evidenced by the
shepherd treating well and politely to his pets even though they are different living creatures.
When foraging for food, the shepherd still advises the animals when eating grass to feel calm
to feel full.
The Value of Caring for the Environment: Solidarity with Nature
Data (03)
Tiap sebentar dilihatnya si Gudel dan cengeki.
“Uuueeeekkk.....,”maka si gudel pun menjawab
“Ueeeeeekkk....” si gudel menjilati anak itu. Anak itu mengelus-ngelus kepala si gudel.
Mereka seperti sahabat akrab teman.
Analysis: in Data (03) there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely the attitude of solidarity with nature with the
embodiment comprising the recognition of an equal or equal position with nature and fellow
living beings in this nature. This is proven by the shepherd feeling that he has full ownership
of Gudel or vice versa. They give each other love and do not differentiate between their status
and treat each other in their way.
Data (04)
“Uuueeekk . . . uuueeekk . . . uuueeekkk . . . ,” bergegas dilihatnya si Gudel. Ternyata si
Gudel sedang berkelahi dengan harimau. Si gembala gemetar ketakutan.
Analysis: in Data (04) there is a story fragment that contains the meaning of the value of
caring for the environment, namely the attitude of solidarity with nature with the embodiment
having the mindset of feeling what is felt by the heart. This is evidenced by the shepherd
feeling frightened when his pet feels threatened because of the tiger. The shepherd has a
greater sense of concern for Gudel because he is considered a brother himself, so he feels
threatened if someone hurts him.
Value of Caring for the Environment: Principles of Compassion and Care for Nature
Data (05)
Mereka memiliki beberapa ekor kerbau. Anak keluarga itu sangat menyayangi kerbaukerbaunya
Analysis: In Data (05), there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely the principle of love and care for nature with the
manifestation of an attitude towards all living things having the right to be protected,
maintained, and not hurt. This is evidenced by family children who always give affection for
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their pets. They also strive to preserve and maintain according to the necessary conditions.
Again, this carrier also tries not to hurt because he feels his fellow God's creature.
Data (06)
Sambil sesekali nembang dia menunggu kerbau-kerbaunya merumput.
Analysis: In Data (06) there is a fragment of the story that contains the meaning of the value
of caring for the environment, namely the principle of love and care for nature with the
embodiment of having the right not to be hurt. This is evidenced by the shepherd, who is
always faithful to accompany him when his buffaloes turn. Also, he tried to cheer up by
singing a song to get rid of the feeling of boredom that hit.
CONCLUSION
Community culture can be obtained through oral literature from generation to generation to
create the origin of regional names that have a positive impact on life. Also, oral literature
raises a folk tale that can provide environmental problems to offer awareness of concern for
its events.
Based on the results of data analysis and discussion that has been described in the form above,
it can be concluded that the state of environmental care values found in the folklore (legends)
of the origins of Gunung Rambut and Watu Gudhel hamlets is based on the manifestation of
concern that has implications for the environment, namely First, the form of caring value. The
ground there are ten amounts of data for each tangible value on moral principles in the story
of the origin of the Gunung Rambut hamlet, namely: 2 (20%) contain respect for nature, 2
(20%) have an attitude of solidarity with nature, 4 (40%) include the principles of love and
concern for wildlife, and 2 (20%) contain the principles of not disturbing natural life. Second,
the form of environmental care values, there are eight amounts of data for each of the values
that are tangible to moral principles in the folklore of the origins of the Watu Gudhel hamlet,
namely: 2 (25%) contains respect for nature, 3 (37.5% ) includes an attitude of solidarity
towards nature, and 4 (50%) includes the principles of love and concern for nature.
This study indicates that there are various values of environmental care based on morals
expressed in the folklore of the origins of Dusun Gunung Rambut and Dusun Watu Gudhel so
that they can provide a relationship with each other in the surrounding environment. It can
also offer lessons in introducing the origins of the local area to create a sense of preserving the
nation's ancestral culture, which contains a robust ecology.
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